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Introduction 

The United States and China are locked in a damaging trade dispute that can have               

massive implications for the global economy. İf the levying of mutual tariffs continues, the              

entire international trading system could be significantly affected. The United Nations           

Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD ) declared that the impact of this trade             1

war could be felt everywhere.According to some estimates, a US-China trade war could             

result in a nearly 1% global growth contraction. Financial markets could overreact to such              

development and could cause a major global recession. The effects of such a recession would               

be most felt in poor and developing countries. 

A rise in economic protectionism goes against the global trend of free trade which has               

benefited economic growth for decades. Trade restrictions tend to lower consumer confidence            

and global investment. Global economic recession is known to fuel populist, nationalist,            

xenophobic, and other kinds of radical movements. 

 

 

 

Definition of Key Terms 

 

Trade War 

Trade wars occur when two or more states impose tariffs or quota restrictions on each other                

in an attempt to damage each other's economies. Although trade wars do not directly result in                

any physical conflict, they have social and political impacts and are detrimental in terms of               

foreign relations. 

 

 

1 https://unctad.org/en/Pages/Home.aspx 

https://unctad.org/en/Pages/Home.aspx


Tariff 

Tariffs are imposed on imported goods or services by governments in the form of taxes or                

duties. Their goal is to make domestic goods and services more desirable and give them a                

competitive advantage in terms of pricing since tariffs add costs on imports. 

 

 

Free Trade 

This term refers to a policy in which imports and exports are not restricted by tariffs and                 

quotas nor subsidies and prohibitions.  

 

Protectionism 

An economic policy in which country's domestic industries are “protected” from foreign            

competition by taxing imports. The practice restricts free trade between particular countries,            

seeking to protect local industries and jobs from unfair foreign competition. Other measures             

include import quotas, subsidies to local producers and a variety of other government             

regulations. 

 

 

Currency manipulation 

This event occurs when a country’s central bank sells or buys foreign currency in exchange               

for domestic currency. This results in either in increase or reduction in demand for its               

domestic currency and the foreign currency (usually USD). This means that the domestic             

currency’s value is set by the government and not according to free market trading. 

 

 

Dumping 

Dumping refers to a product being exported at a lower price in the foreign importing market                

compared to the exporter's (a country or company) domestic market. 

 

 



İntellectual property rights 

This term refers to the assignment of property rights through patents, copyrights and             

trademarks, and trade secrets. These property rights allow the holder (a person or company)              

to exercise a monopoly on the exclusive use of the item for a specified period without the                 

worry of competition.  

 

Piracy 

Piracy refers to the unauthorized use, reproduction, or ownership of another's work without             

legal rights.  

 

 

Export subsidies 

This term refers to government policies and payments that encourage the production and             

export of goods and discourage sale of goods on the domestic market through low-cost loans,               

tax relief for exporters, or government-financed international advertising. The subsidies are           

given to domestic producers to increase their international competitiveness in the context of             

international trade. 

 

Recession 

Recession is a period of temporary economic decline during which trade and industrial             

activity are reduced. This occurs when there are two or more consecutive quarters of negative               

gross domestic product (GDP) and generally occur when there is a widespread drop in              

spending. 

 

Currency war 

This occurs when a country seeks to gain a trade advantage over other countries by causing                

the exchange rate of their currency to fall in relation to other currencies. It is an attempt by a                   

country to stimulate their economy by purposefully depreciating the value of their domestic             

currency. Although currency devaluation is a common occurrence in the foreign exchange            

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/currency-depreciation.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/forex/f/foreign-exchange-markets.asp


market, the hallmark of a currency war is the significant number of nations that may be                

simultaneously engaged in attempts to devalue their currency at the same time. 

 

 

 

General Overview 

 

Genesis of the trade war 

 

https://www.thebalance.com/u-s-china-trade-deficit-causes-effects-and-solutions-330627 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/forex/f/foreign-exchange-markets.asp
https://www.thebalance.com/u-s-china-trade-deficit-causes-effects-and-solutions-3306277


 

 

2018-2019 

In 2018, the Trump administration threatened and later imposed tariffs on a total of              

Chinese imports worth a total of 250 billion dollars to which China responded by imposing               

tariffs on 110 billion dollars worth of U.S. imports. The reasons behind the tariffs were               

varied. The United States claimed that its trade deficit with China was a matter of national                

security. Another major reason is said to be the alleged theft of American intellectual              

property by Chinese companies, which has led to some prominent American businesspeople            

and academics making the claim that business between the two countries is not being done               

fairly . Many U.S. officials and organizations had also previously accused Chinese            

intelligence services of stealing American military technology and espionage. China has           

repeatedly denied claims of theft from foreign companies.  



Politics also plays a big game in the trade war, American and Chinese leaders have               

both been criticized in the past for their protectionist and nationalist policies that please their               

audience.  

 

Current Stalemate and ongoing negotiations 

 

US-China negotiations 

On May 15, 2018, Liu He, a top economic adviser to the president of China and General                 

Secretary Xi Jinping, visited Washington for further trade talks.. 

A ceasefire of sorts was then introduced in December 2018 at the G20 summit in Buenos                

Aires with the two sides agreeing to start negotiations and tariffs were paused, the ceasefire               

lasted 90 days. 

But despite numerous rounds of talks no agreement were reached and the US then said it                

would raise tariffs on $200bn of China goods to 25 per cent. 

In January 2019, the extended trade talks between China and the United States in Beijing               

ended with a member of the American delegation describing the negotiations as “fine”. 

On June 29, 2019, during the G20 Osaka summit, Trump announced he and Xi Jinping               

agreed to a "truce" in the trade war after extensive talks. Prior tariffs were to remain in effect,                  

but no future tariffs were to be enacted "for the time being" amid restarted negotiations.               

Additionally, Trump said he would allow American companies to sell their products to             

Huawei, but the company would remain on the U.S. trade blacklist. However, the extent of               

how much this plan to temporarily exempt Huawei from previous bans would be             

implemented later became unclear and, in the weeks later, there was no clear indication of the                

reversal of Huawei bans. 

In July and August 2019, top trade negotiators from the US and China met for the first time                  

in almost three months. 

Both sides agreed that the latest discussions were honest, effective, and constructive but there              

was still no indication that the trade war would come to an end any time soon. 



China's Ministry of Commerce said that the countries discussed China's ability to buy             

American agricultural products — one of very few topics that the two sides were expected to                

try to make headway on. State-run media reported that Chinese companies had applied for the               

lifting of tariffs on some products. 

The U.S. said that the Chinese side confirmed their commitment to increase purchases of              

United States agricultural exports but officials did not elaborate on when or how that could               

happen. 

 

İnvolved third parties 

The main third party that has had a large role in the trade war between the U.S. and China has                    

been the two G20 summits in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 2018 and the one in 2019 in Osaka,                  

Japan. The summits were grounds for important talks, yet some critics deemed them not as               

efficient as they could have been.  

Another third party actor in the trade war has been the World Trade Organization (WTO), an                

institution that aims to prevent economic disputes escalating into war and both China and the               

U.S. turned to the global trade party to settle the dispute.  

China filed a complaint to the body, which oversees global trade rules, in July 2018 after the                 

U.S. proposed 10 per cent tariffs on 200 billion dollars worth of Chinese goods, to take effect                 

in September 2018. 

The U.S. responded by filing a challenge at the WTO against China, the European Union,               

Canada, Mexico and Turkey for tariffs they imposed against the U.S. in retaliation to earlier               

American tariffs on steel and aluminium. 

The World Trade Organisation has had difficulty resolving the trade war and has had pressure               

put on it to reform, with the U.S. blocking new appointments to the world’s top trade court.                 

The WTO’s Appellate Body has rapidly run out of judges, meaning it will be unable to issue                 

binding rulings in trade disputes. 

Numerous countries have filed litigation at the WTO to contest the tariffs but the WTO has                

unable to rule on every one of them. 

For example, The US metals tariffs have caused a storm because they are based on what the                 

U.S.A. says are national security concerns, which makes them exempt from WTO rules but              

other countries dispute the link to national security, and are challenging it at the WTO. They                



fear all countries could use the same reasoning to put import tariffs on other goods. There is a                  

big backlog of cases going through the WTO dispute settlement process, so the metals tariffs               

are unlikely to be ruled on and appealed before the end of 2019. Another major dispute at the                  

WTO concerns the refusal by the European Union and the United States to recognise China               

as a market economy. 

The final main third party involved is the United Nations Conference on Trade and              

Development that has authored important publications that aim to resolve the trade war  

 

İmpact on regional economies: Winners and Losers 

 

 

 

 

 



Asia 

Many Asian countries stand to suffer great economic losses if the trade war worsens. 

Firstly, there is Singapore, who’s GDP could reduce by 0.3 percentage points since the nation               

is so export-heavy and has vulnerable transportation and storage, wholesale and retail sectors.             

There is over $100 billion of annual bilateral trade between Singapore and China, including              

electrical machinery, cars, steel and ships. The US, China, and Singapore are top trading              

partners. 

Secondly there is Malaysia who’s biggest trading partner is China and derives more than 341               

billion dollars from its sale of parts to China. The country is a large exporter to China of                  

electronic components and machinery and other goods that go into products destined for the              

United States. 

Thirdly, there is Thailand which stands to be hit directly as well as indirectly, having been                

slapped with tariffs on washing machines, solar cells, steel and aluminium products. The             

potential impact of both the direct tariff as well as the effect of the US-China battle is $885                  

million or 0.37 percent of Thailand’s exports last year. The trade war affects the country’s               

exports of machinery, plastics, vehicles and parts – products Thailand exported for a total of               

8.8 billion last year. An estimate of the amount of products re-exported by China to the US                 

suggests that only $590 million or 0.25 per cent of Thailand’s total exports will be affected. 

Indonesia is yet another country that is vulnerable to the trade war. The US is a key market                  

for Indonesian exports, with knitted apparel, woven apparel, rubber, electrical machinery,           

footwear, fish and seafood being the country’s seven top exports to the US. A trade war                

would hurt the country’s exports both directly and indirectly. 

Taiwan also stands to receive major blows from the ongoing trade war. Its major exports               

include electrical machinery like computers and plastic. Taiwan is notoriously vulnerable to            

global economic downturns. For example, its exports of semiconductors and other tech goods             

have fallen since the trade war began. 



South Korea, whose top two export markets are China and the United States, could be               

another big victim. Like Taiwan, it sells technology components to China that end up in               

products made for export to the United States. 

However, it is important to note that most of the governments of these countries plans to                

introduce measures to minimize the potential risks posed by a trade war, including             

strengthening local industries, curbing raw material import demands by developing basic           

industries, and boosting tourism by encouraging budget airlines to expand and renovate            

airports. 

European Union 

In a study, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development concluded that the              

European Union was the most likely to profit the most from US-China trade war. UNCTAD               

estimated that European companies were likely to capture about 70 billion dollars in trade,              

about 50 billion dollars in Chinese exports and 20 billion dollars in US exports. These are                

exports that have traditionally passed between the world’s two largest economies. 

Countries that are likely to benefit the most from trade tensions are those which are more                

competitive and have the economic capacity to replace US and Chinese firms, but the              

European Union does contain countries that may suffer great losses because of the trade war               

too. 

Firstly, there is Ireland, the country is dominated by high-tech and banking services. It ranks               

high on foreign direct investment and is vulnerable to fluctuations in the global economy. 

Secondly there is Iceland, similar to Ireland, its relatively small and sensitive to market              

volatility. Most of its exports are fish and aluminium and they go to the EU, US, and Japan. 

Thirdly, there is the Czech Republic, whose focus on high-tech engineering makes it even              

more globally interconnected and thus very vulnerable to losses in the event of a trade war 

There is also Hungary, which has an export-oriented market economy (agriculture,           

automobiles, IT, electronics and chemicals) and is heavily dependent on foreign trade.  



Slovakia is equally as vulnerable, it has strong services, heavy industry, and agricultural             

sectors. Its foreign trade has been growing rapidly year-on-year, but the trade war could have               

a severe impact. 

And finally, there’s Luxembourg, who’s major industries include banking, information          

services, steel, and other industrial outputs. The small European country is very dependant on              

trade, making it vulnerable to fallout from the trade war.  

Impact on global economy 

Financial Markets 

The impact of any trade war will be felt on several fronts, including currencies, commodities               

and companies. American companies like Caterpillar, Apple, and Boeing are among those            

who stand to suffer in a longstanding trade war. Mobile phones, computer equipment,             

semiconductors and clothing and among the products that are most vulnerable to the trade              

war. 

Apple, for example, makes around 15% of its sales in China and the company sources               

materials and goods from China. In fact, Apple CEO Tim Cook directly blamed the trade war                

for poor iPhone sales in China.  

 Starbucks is another company that relies heavily on Chinese consumers for revenue.  

The aerospace and defence sectors stand to suffer greatly from the trade conflict. Boeing sells               

airplanes worth millions to Chinese airlines and is the largest exporter in the U.S.A.. Demand               

for air travel continues to rise in China and it is possible that the country might instruct its                  

airlines to buy the EU’s Airbus rival instead. Boeing has already seen the impact of a                

potential trade war hit its share price.  

Commodities such as Gold and Crude Oil are also affected. The precious metal tends to               

increase in value in times of uncertainty such as when trade war tensions are high and go                 

down in value when investors are happy to take risks. Crude Oil is more likely to fall in price                   

if demand declines and more likely to go up if demand increases. This means if economic                



growth is higher, Crude prices will grow, while in times of a downturn, Crude prices are                

more likely to fall. Protectionist rise over the supply and demand of material in either the US                 

or China could cause a fundamental shift in commodity markets.  

Some have noted that China can seek revenge by selling U.S. Treasuries. But in doing so,                

they would be likely lowering the value of the bonds they have now, and thus hurting their                 

own dollar reserves.  

Safe-haven currencies will benefit during the uncertainty that will loom before markets know             

how serious a trade war this will turn out to be. The dollar would decline against currencies,                 

such as the safe-haven Japanese yen and the euro, if tensions escalate. Meanwhile, Asian              

currencies from countries that would be particularly exposed to protectionist measures, like            

the Korean won and Taiwanese dollar, would likely fall out of favour with investors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What US companies make their money from China?  

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/big-stocks-exposure-china-185734394.html 

Companies with the most exposure to China, based on portion of overall revenue coming 

from China.  

 

 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/big-stocks-exposure-china-185734394.html


 

Recession 

Goldman Sachs, a major American bank, has said it now expects a 0.6% drag on the U.S.                 

economy due to trade-war developments, up from earlier estimates of 0.2%. There is growing              

fear that the trade war will trigger a recession. The nancial markets have responded to recent                

trade news negatively since investors have more and more doubts about when the trade war               

will end. This sentiment could cause businesses to lower spending until tensions are resolved.              

If companies choose to pull back on payrolls and jobs and employment slows much further,               

recession will follow. 

 

 

Major Parties Involved 

The United States of America 

The U.S. is provoking China by making Chinese products more expensive for American             

consumers and businesses to buy. The reason for this, according to the executive branch of               

the country, is to protect American economic and social interests and take a stand against               

China’s unfair advantages when it comes to devaluate its currency in a dumping strategy. 

China 

China has imposed retaliatory tariffs and disagrees with the U.S.’s claims that the country has               

an unfair advantage. They argue that the tariffs damage global trade and are             

counter-productive. 

 

Mexico 

Mexico has replaced China as the US’s largest trading partner in the first half of 2019. 

The US now buys more data processing and storage devices as well as electric wire and fiber                 

optic cables from Mexico. Both of those categories would be under 25% tariffs if they were                

manufactured in China. 

Canada 

https://qz.com/1682861/mexico-is-now-americas-number-one-trading-partner/


Canada has seen its exports to both US and China grow since tariffs kicked in. Canadian                

computer chips and circuit boards as well as industrial molds are replacing Chinese ones in               

the US market. 

Canadians are also selling more soybeans to China than before, though that still pales in               

comparison to the drop in US purchases. 

Recent Developments and Timeline of Key Events 

İn June 2016, then candidate for president Donald Trump first mentions his plans to              

counter China on what he calls unfair trade practices. At this political rally in Pennsylvania,               

he threatened to apply tariffs on Chinese goods. 

On March 31st 2017, after being elected president, Trump signed two executive            

orders. One called for tighter tariff enforcement in anti-subsidy and anti-dumping trade cases,             

while the other ordered his administration to review the causes of U.S. trade deficits.  

Hope emerged when presidents Trump and Jinping met in April 2017 and agreed on              

trade talks but the talks failed to produce results. 

On the 14th of August 2017, Trump ordered his first trade measure against China              

through an investigation into alleged Chinese intellectual property theft. 

 

In the beginning of 2018, Trump imposed tariffs on all imported washing machines,              

solar panels, and ordered 25% tariffs on all steel and 10% on aluminium imports. While he                

didn’t single out China, this primarily affected the latter. 

On April 2nd 2018, China retaliated by imposing tariffs of up to 25% on 128 U.S.                

products. In the ensuing months, the two presidents announced further threats of tariffs on              

each other’s goods worth 50 billion. 

In the following months, U.S. and China exchanged threats of additional tariffs on             

billions of dollars worth of products with the United States and China releasing lists of               

affected goods on the 7th of August 2018 totaling in 16 billion dollars. 

On December 1st 2018, China and the U.S. agreed on a 90 day halt to new tariffs                 

which led the U.S. to postpone it’s earlier announced increase on tariffs from 10% to 25% on                 

250 billion dollars worth of Chinese goods. 



On the 29th of June 2019 at the G20 meeting in Osaka, the U.S. and China formally                 

agreed to restart trade talks which did not yield any results 

On the 30th and 31st of July 2019, U.S. trade representatives met face to face with                

their Chinese counterparts in Shanghai but the trade talks ended with little progress made. 

After President Trump announced his intent for additional tariffs on Chinese products,            

effective September 1st 2019, China’s currency the yuan sank to its lowest level in 11 years                

leading to speculations that China manipulated its currency in retaliation to the new tariffs              

announced by the U.S.  

On August 6th 2019, the U.S. Treasury declared China to be a currency manipulator              

after the yuan sank to 7 against the USD. 

  

Involvement of the UN, Relevant UN Treaties and Resolutions 

İn May 2019, U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guiterres issued a call for dialogue and             

multilateral cooperation in his speech in reference to the governing body of the WTO. He               

highlighted the threat of the U.S.-China trade war to the multilateral trading system and              

argued that the trade dispute between the U.S. and China “threaten growth and international              

trade and the every foundation of the rules based multilateral trading system”.  

 

Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue  
On the 16th of July 2019, the World Trade Organization declared that some U.S. tariffs on                

Chinese goods do not comply with their rules. This delivered a blow to the U.S.               

administration although the case had been opened originally in 2012 by China against U.S.              

tariffs on Chinese state-owned enterprises that were subsidized. The WTO decided to accept             

the U.S. argument that Chinese state-owned companies subsidized the cost of some materials             

but it also stated that the U.S. had to accept the price set by China when calculating their                  

tariffs and not its own calculations on pricing. This ruling could open the door for China to                 

adopt retaliatory sanctions against the U.S. 

WTO director Roberto Azevedo highlighted the importance of the WTO saying that            

“common rules negotiated within the WTO are not violations sovereignty but expressions of             

it”. On June 30th 2019, China offered concessions in the form of lifting foreign ownership               

caps in the country’s financial services industry from 49%  to 51%  



 

Possible Solutions 
Firstly, the United States and China should seize the opportunity in their ongoing             

trade crisis to build the capacity for a better relationship and dialogue. The two parties must                

have a clear conversation about their objectives in order to compromise. The goal is to solve                

the issue efficiently before the consequences of the trade war get worse. China frequently              

complains that the United States government has been ambiguous in its requests or             

unreasonable in its proposals. Resolutions should possess elaborative and practical solutions           

in order to solve the problem. 

President Trump frequently brings up the U.S.A.’s bilateral trade deficits and has previously             

stated that he desires China to import more from the U.S.A. The U.S. business community on                

the other hand is concerned about China’s restrictive foreign investment policies. If China             

were to liberalize its investment regime and take in more U.S. goods, this may be a possible                 

solution to the U.S.’s woes about trade. But America does not produce enough of the more                

sophisticated consumer items which China’s middle class seeks. And on security grounds, the             

U.S.A. is unwilling to sell to China the high-tech components it does desire. Another              

possibility would be for China to buy more agricultural products like soybeans or more              

technologies such as Boeing aircrafts, or raw materials such as natural gas. 

A solution to the U.S.’s constant crıticism of China’s subsidized economy would be to ask                

China to cast aside its financial support to promote a more innovative economy and to ask                

China to cut back cut back on directly subsidizing exports, a clear violation of W.T.O.               

guidelines. Regulation could also be proposed concerning access to underpriced state-owned           

land in China and privileged relations with local authorities and banks. 

There must be a multilateral discussion about the proper form for state support for economic                

activities, since there are legitimate reasons for differing country approaches and also a             

discussion on how to implement intellectual property rights that are to be universally             

accepted and respected. 

Relaxing restrictions on Huawei’s access to U.S. high-tech components would ease China’s            

anxieties. Since the trouble is concerning East Asian countries, it might be more helpful to               

find practical solution by focusing on specific regions like Xinjiang, China, Japan. 



But altering the behavior of both sides will require new international rules and some form of                

independent monitoring. The W.T.O. could be revamped and strengthened, including with           

new rules to clarify what constitutes noncommercial assistance to state-owned enterprises and            

what conditions governments can impose on foreign participation in joint ventures. In june             

2018, the European Commission laid out a proposal for reforming the W.T.O., including new              

rules to deal with forced technology transfers and the rise of e-commerce. 

Lastly, the member states which don’t observe passed treaties or conventions, can be             

punished by restrictions by the UN. Countries that signed the resolutions would be inclined to               

obey it because of the possible fining. 
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